Tautom eric, Barriers, Singlets, Triblets
Introduction
The stability of the different tautomeric species involved in the DNA is an interesting biological problem. The molecules of adenine, thymine, gua nine and cytosine has been analysed experimental and theoretically in many p a p e rs 1-11. Now we shall be concerned with the isolated molecules of guanine and cytosine, that is, we seek to determine the shape of the b arrier between their conformers for a particular movement as another point of view for a theoretical analysis of the relative stability for the normal and tautom eric forms in both mole-* Miembros de Carrera del Investigador Conicet.
cules. These molecules has been extensively con sidered with theoretical and experimental techni q u e s12-18 and many interesting results has been reported but there is no mention for the barrier corresponding to the movement of the H atom in the way shown in Fig. 1 .
This movement is certainly a criterion for the stability. The shape of the b arriers for several excited states shall be given in this paper.
Employed m ethod and results
The calculation of the barrier for the proton transfer between both conformers have been under taken using a CNDO/2-CI program (174 QCPEIndiana U niversity). Several single excited singlet Table I . Singlet and triplet states-molecule of guanine. Cy to sin e m ole cu le , Tautom eric form G u a n in e m o le c u le T autom eric form and triplet electronic states have been considered. The molecular parameters (bond angles and inter atomic distances) for both molecules are the same values reported in standard tables 20. We have taken 30 configurations with a 0.2 Ä mash for the move ment of the H atom. The relative position of the H in both conformations, normal and tautom eric is shown in Fig. 1 .
In the molecule of guanine we have determined the correlations between both molecular forms. There are some differences in the order of the higher occupied molecular orbitals interesting enough to be pointed out. These orbitals should be involved in the observed electronic transitions (see Table I a ) .
In Table I b we have followed the spectral classi fication given by former authors 3' 9 for the experi mental singlet lines. The triplet states are also given in the same table.
The agreement between the available experimental measures and the values predicted in this paper is really satisfactory. The barriers for some o -n* and Ti -ji* singlet and triplet states are shown in Figs 2 and 3. For the normal molecule there is no trouble to determine the characteristic of the transition (a -ti* or Ti -Ti*), but some difficulties to assign the corre lations of the levels arise with the movement of the H atom towards the tautomeric conformation (there is a mixture of configurations with different sym metries for some states). We have used the rules of W oodw ard-H offm ann21 to overcome this pro blem in a way reported in a previous paper about the adenine and thymine 'bases 19.
The calculations for the molecule of cytosine are quite similar, then we give up their discussion. The results are shown in Table II and Figs 4 and 5.
Conclusions
The calculated values should be compared with the available experimental data. These values are in the whole satisfactory, see Tables I b and II b for singlet and triplet states in both molecules.
Another results interesting to be attain are: a) In both molecules there stables tautomeric forms for some excited states. b) In general, there is more stability for the tautomeric form in the molecule of cytosine. c) For both molecules the movement of the H atom between the normal and tautomeric conformers have an effect on the character and locali zation of the occupied levels involved in the observed optical transitions, see Tables I a and H a . Anyway, the highest occupied m. o. are 7i character in the normal and tautomeric conformer in both mole cules (see Tables I a and II e) There is no excited triplet states for the tautomeric form in the range 3 -4 eV for the molecule of guanine (see Tables III a and b ) .
f) The stability of the tautomeric conformers in both molecules is directly concern with genetic errors in the duplication pattern of the cells assuming the schema given by Löwdin. For a more complete discussion see 19.
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